What is the Quality Improvement (QI) NAPS?
The aims of the QI-NAPS are to:
1. Encourage frequent, small quality improvement audits with timely feedback to the
prescriber
2. Prompt clinically appropriate interventions where there is inadequate documentation
of antimicrobial indication or review/stop dates, or where therapy is non-concordant
with guidelines
3. Assess in real-time the outcomes of any interventions made as a result of the audit.
This audit is a joint collaboration with the NSW Clinical Excellence Commission (CEC) and
combines elements of the Hospital NAPS and the 5x5 Antimicrobial Audit.
The QI NAPS will be piloted for a period of 6 months from May to November 2016. Following
this, an evaluation will take place and modifications made based on user comments.

What is the difference between Hospital NAPS and QI-NAPS?
The QI-NAPS is designed to be complementary to, but is not a replacement for, the Hospital
NAPS.
The Hospital NAPS is a much more detailed audit which includes assessments of
appropriateness and a more prescriptive methodology which allows for national comparative
benchmarking. Participating hospitals usually conduct a whole-hospital snapshot survey and
an annual Australia-wide benchmarking survey is coordinated to coincide with Antibiotic
Awareness Week.
In contrast, the QI-NAPS is a quick audit designed to be conducted frequently on small
numbers of patients and does not include appropriateness assessments. It encourages selfreflection and behaviour change amongst prescribers, and provides real-time assessment,
reporting and feedback on several quality improvement indicators. The implementation of the
QI-NAPS methodology is flexible to the needs of different hospitals, thus comparative
benchmarking is not available.
We suggest that the Hospital NAPS be performed once or twice per year, as a wholehospital snapshot survey to determine whether there are any specific areas that require
improvement. Once these areas have been identified, the QI-NAPS can be utilised to
facilitate regular targeted feedback.
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Overview of the survey questions
The survey questions comprise of three key areas. For each area, auditors are prompted to
contact the treating team and intervene if necessary:
1. Documentation of indication – if not clearly documented, contact the treating team
to clarify
2. Documentation of review or stop date – if not documented, contact the treating
team to clarify
3. Compliance with guidelines – if non-compliant, contact the treating team to clarify
and recommend guideline compliant therapy if appropriate.

What training or support will be provided?
The NAPS team is available to provide support to participants. Online training videos can be
access through the Resources page of the website – these videos explain how to conduct
the QI NAPS and how to enter and view data on the website.
The Clinical Excellence Commission (NSW) may be able to provide additional support to
staff in NSW public health facilities participating in the QI NAPS.

Who do I contact for more information?
Email: support@naps.org.au
Phone: (03) 9342 9415
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